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The intent of this project is to expand the presence of the Mat Bevel Institute 
to Stone Avenue, inherently presenting the artwork of very unique artists’ to 
the public.  Through the creation of an outdoor space people can freely inter-
act with the artwork designed, thereby becoming more intimately aware and 
understanding the process that moves from inspiration to reality.  The dynamic 
nature in which the outdoor plaza space engages the public is through spe-
cifi c and direct sight lines, which moves vehicular traffi c into the institute.  
The pedestrian is drawn through the playfulness of apertures, which are 
moments of engagement into the space visually.  The creation of a park-like 
theater provided for on the west side of the building, refl ects the values and 
the goals held by the Mat Bevel Institute.  This space is the sculpture garden, 
the outdoor performance theater, the outdoor cafe, and more; it is the place 
where people can see the process of making art occur again and again.  
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phase 1
concrete work
- salvage existing concrete slab for later placement on texturized areas
- pour all concrete slabs to indicated elevations included in phase 1; concrete ramps at the entry should be also poured 
according to the slope indicated
- the concrete slab adjacent to the west wall of the existing building, must have partially embedded anchor bolts, which will 
serve to secure the steel screen wall to the ground  
- pour in place all the concrete planters in phase 1  
- erect a 12’ concrete wall at the western edge of the property 
- angle existing sidewalk to run alongside the wall 

landscaping 
- plant trees at indicated points on the west side of the site
- vegetation to be planted in the concrete planters is indicated on the site plan 
- all vegetation planted will require an irrigation system to provide water for at least 2 years 

facade improvements
- a steel screen wall 2’ in front of the existing building, will be connected to the concrete slab, through the anchor bolts, 
which were  placed in the slab when it was  being poured)
- construct the steel panel fence to encompass and protect southern edge 

temporary edges 
- contain and protect north edge of plaza area, through a chain link fence until phase 2 can be executed

phase 2 
concrete work
- concrete slabs indicated in phase 2 to be poured 
- Bevel symbol to be etched into new hardscape surface. which is in front of the new screen wall expansion
- remaining concrete planter to be poured in place

facade improvements
- screen wall extended from the existing building’s façade of north edge of the site, almost touching the adjacent building to 
the north 
- a roll away steel panel gate to be designed and built, to contain and protect the expanded plaza space

landscaping 
- vegetation to be planted in planters accordingly, once the concrete cures

on-site parking  
- asphalt to be poured in southern parking lot
- parking spaces to be stripped over asphalt and railroad ties to be placed in accordance with parking spaces

phase 3
- new building designed and constructed on the north side of the site to serve as an expansion to the Mat Bevel Institute 
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The next several pages are taken from the following source, which provided vital information about 
vegetation in this particular region.  For more information regarding vegetation refer to this source.  

Jones, Warren & Charles Sacamano.  Landscape Plants for Dry Regions: More than 600 Species from Landscape Plants for Dry Regions: More than 600 Species from 
around the World.  Tucson, AZ: Fisher Books, 2000.

shade trees
Palo Brea
Blue Palo Verde

shrubs
Mexican Flame Anisacanthus
Desert Marigold
Red Bird of Paradise
Penstemon Species
Baja Ruellia
Blue Chihuahuan Sage
Globe Mallow

accents
Huachuca Agave
Golden Barrel Cactus
Santa Rita Prickly Pear

ground coverground cover
Calyophus
Blackfoot Daisy
Verbena
Wildfl ower Mix
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phase 1       cost: $46,884
ground plane
6000 square foot recycled concrete slab   $2.50 per sq. foot -      $15,000
1100 square foot sidewalk    $2.75 per sq. foot       -      $3025

existing façade improvements
1080 square feet of stucco w/ paint   $2.40 per sq. foot -      $2592

concrete patching as necessary
Cut through existing south masonry wall      -      $1500
Two metal doors at entrance    $500 each  -      $1000

walls and planters
56 feet, 12 feet high, 8” thick concrete wall  $6.00 per sq. foot -      $2688
2’ high, 6” wide concrete planters - 468 linear feet $6.00 per sq. foot -      $2808
27 recycled railroad ties     $16 each  -      $432

steel fencing/screen wall
180 linear feet of steel frame fencing    $6.50 per sq. foot -      $1170

2 rotating, walk-through gates
1 20’ rollaway steel gate

120 4’ x 4’ open grip steel panels  (100%)  $3.50 per sq. foot -      $5760 
800’ of light gauge steel C channels   $4.00 per lin. Foot -      $3200
Adequate Nuts, bolts, and washers   $0.04 each  -      $200
8 Anchor Bolts      $8.00 each  -      $64
Labor cost of on site welding    $75 per hr.  -      $500
80’ of 1.5” x 1.5” tube steel    $0.91 per lb.  -      $1200

vegetation   -  professionally planted including drip irrigation
4 Palo Brea trees     $250 each  -       $1000
3 Blue Palo Verde trees     $250 each one  -       $750
36 Shrubs      $50 each  -       $1800
15 Accents      $50 each  -       $750
27 Ground Cover     27 Ground Cover     27 Ground Cover $35 each  -       $945
200 s.f. wildfl ower mix     $2.50 per sq. foot -       $500 
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phase 2        cost: $31,874
ground plane
8700 sq. feet of asphalt surface    $1.50 per sq. foot -        $13,050
3000 sq. feet concrete slab    $2.50 per sq. foot -        $7500

planters
2’ high, 6” wide concrete planters - 100 linear feet $6.00 per sq. foot -        $600

steel screen wall
30 4’ x 4’ open grip steel panels    $3.50 per sq. foot -       $1680
900’ of light gauge steel C channels (50%)  $4.00 per lin. Foot -       $3600
200’ of 1.5” x 1.5” tube steel    $0.91 per lb.  -       $2500
Adequate Nuts, bolts and washers   $0.04 each  -       $200
Labor costs of on site welding    $75 per hr.  -       $500
8 Anchor bolts      $8 each  -       $64

vegetation
1 Palo Brea tree     $250 each  -        $250
23 Shrubs      $50 each  -        $1150
3 Accents      $50 each  -        $150
18 Ground Cover     18 Ground Cover     18 Ground Cover $35 each  -        $630

total cost of phase 1 & phase 2:          $ 78,758
* labor costs are included   

phase 3
exterior lighting
6 Light Posts      $2800 each  -       $16,800

new building
5400 square foot building north of existing  $65 per sq. foot  -       $351,000
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY.
The Mat Bevel Institute is requesting the City of Tucson Back To Basics grant funding 
in the amount of $75,000 for permanent infrastructure improvements and landscape 
enhancements to the historic property located at 530 N. Stone Avenue in downtown 
Tucson, Arizona. The monies will be used to improve the physical property, restore 
the historic value of the building, and beautify the area through creation of a visually 
appealing “green-art” zone along one of the city’s oldest corridors, Stone Avenue.  Located 
strategically at the intersection of two key corridors slated for development, Stone Avenue 
and planned Aviation Highway (now Sixth Street), the project supports existing city efforts 
for long-term improvements in this area.  In addition, this intersection marks the north 
entrance to downtown Tucson and the south entrance to the Stone Avenue Corridor.  

Organizational Structure:
The Mat Bevel Institute is a community based, non-profi t 501(c)(3) organization dedicated 
to the purpose of artistic inspiration and “Building Community Through Art” in Tucson, 
Arizona. To this end, the Mat Bevel Institute provides a culturally diverse community 
space for artistic, educational, musical and family-oriented events. In addition, the Institute 
is a theater and a working artist’s studio where people can see the development of art 
from inspiration to completion. The Institute’s focus on using “found objects” to create art 
raises awareness of conservation, creativity, resourcefulness and art as a refl ection of the 
surrounding culture.  

Grant Request Purpose and Objectives Overview:
The Mat Bevel Institute’s project for Back To Basics grant funding is designed to improve 
the façade and surrounding landscape while restoring historic value to the property located 
at 530 N. Stone.  The establishment of a “green zone” with trees and plants, in conjunction 
with the installation of a sculptic fence that contains a sculpture garden, will provide 
pleasing, inspiring, entertaining public art for vehicular, bicycle and pedestrian traffi c.  
Recycled materials and conservation techniques will be employed, when possible, in order 
to manage costs, encourage creativity and preserve resources.

This Back To Basics grant request refl ects Phase I of a long-term plan to create green-art 
zones, or gardens, in the block that is defi ned by Sixth Street, Stone Avenue, Speedway 
Boulevard and Seventh Avenue.  These zones will showcase both permanent and 
changing public art in open spaces for the enjoyment of residents and visitors alike.  The 
green-art zones will also have containment capabilities so that public events can be 
held in this historic arts district neighborhood, adjacent to the downtown economic and 
government center of Tucson.  

Mat Bevel Institute’s property improvement and landscape plan integrates several key 
ingredients including:

1. Support of existing City of Tucson efforts.
-Integrates long-term development of the Aviation Corridor with eventual plans for    

      pedestrian pathways, retail business, parking and public art at Stone and Sixth
-Partners with Tucson Department of Transportation’s Planning &     
Engineering  Division to implement the Stone Avenue Corridor recommendations
on streetscape enhancements, pedestrian and traffi c improvements, economic 
development, historic preservation and overall visual appeal 

2. Preservation of historic property along one of the city’s oldest corridors
3. Creation of ”green-art” zones in the historic arts warehouse district with capacity for 

public use, adjacent to the commercial and governmental center of Tucson
4. Utilization of recycled materials and conservation techniques, whenever possible



PROJECT DESCRIPTION.
The Mat Bevel Institute’s grant proposal, which improves the historic property located at 530 N. Stone, 
establishes several key partnerships with the City of Tucson Department of Transportation’s Planning & 
Engineering Division, LavaWorks, WestWordVision and the University of Arizona’s School of Planning in the 
College of Architecture, Planning and Landscape Architecture. In addition, the project has the support of the 
West University Neighborhood Association.  

The Tucson Department of Transportation will offer assistance to ensure compliance with the Stone Avenue 
Corridor Study recommendations.  In addition, although this portion will not be completed under this grant 
application, Mat Bevel Institute will work in partnership with the Tucson Department of Transportation to 
implement streetscape improvements within the next 2 years.  Mat Bevel Institute with LavaWorks and 
WestWordVision will be responsible for the landscaping, fence, sculpture garden and façade improvements. 
The University of Arizona’s School of Planning in the College of Architecture, Planning and Landscape 
Architecture will develop plans and designs.  The West University Neighborhood Association will assist 
in cultivating a volunteer participant network and will also offer valuable input into the long-term strategic 
objectives of the area.  The plan encompasses several key improvements including:

Sculpture Garden and Landscaping:
A Mat Bevel sculpture garden will be installed in the unused 
cement pad located immediately to the west of the building at 530 
N. Stone.  Improvements to this area, and the adjacent area next 
to the sidewalk, include grading of some of the existing cement 
pads, addition of plants, trees, rocks, soils and a brick walking path, 
integration of a water harvesting system, design and installation 
of sculptures and lighting system.  Ample parking is located to the 
north and south of the garden.

Art Fence and Gate:
An art fence and gate installation at the front of the property 
will encompass the sculpture garden, making it available 
as an outdoor work space and performance venue.  The 
fence will utilize LavaWorks’ patented Lava product and 
technology to form the wall base with wrought iron post work 
and Mat Bevel’s unique found-object sculptures and kinetic 
lighting system.  

Façade Improvement:
In order to beautify the neighborhood and preserve the historic 
character of the property, the historic brick on the exterior of 
the building will be restored to its original condition through 
sandblasting.  Damaged bricks will be repaired and vine-like 
plants such as bougainvillea will be added to the building. 
Adjacent building wall surfaces to the north and south of 530 N. 
Stone will be sandblasted or painted.
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CAPITAL DISBURSEMENT.
Budget:
Sculpture Garden/Landscaping:    $  35,000
Façade Improvements:     $  30,000
Containment Fence & Gate:     $  45,000
Lighting:       $  20,000
Planning/Permitting/Engineering:    $  10,000
Foundation Removal/Regrading:Foundation Removal/Regrading:    $  20,000$  20,000
TOTAL BUDGET:      $160,000

Cash Commitments:
Rebecca R. Ruopp, Parsons Brinckerhoff   Rebecca R. Ruopp, Parsons Brinckerhoff   Rebecca R. Ruopp, Parsons Brinckerhoff $       100
Alianza       $       100
Paula Schaper      Paula Schaper      Paula Schaper $       200
PRO Neighborhoods (grant in application):PRO Neighborhoods (grant in application):   $    5,000$    5,000
TOTAL CASH COMMITMENT:    $    5,400

In-Kind Commitments:
City of Tucson Department of Transportation’s 
  Planning & Engineering Division (consultation):  $    1,000
Tucson Water’s Water Conservation Manager, Fernando
   Molina (consultation):     $       500
Eco3000 (plants, soils, rocks, landscaping):   $    4,000
Tucson Clean & Beautiful (trees):    $       500
Aqua Vita (120 gallons drinking water):   $    1,560
Cultivated Ground (landscape consultation/design): $    5,000
University of Arizona’s School of Planning in the 
  College of Architecture, Planning and Landscape 
  Architecture outreach program Community Planning 
  & Design Workshop (plans):    $    5,000
WestWordVision (work/delivery truck/materials
  coordination):      $    5,000
John Mount (welding):     $    4,000
LavaWorks (construction management/equipment): $  20,000
Mat Bevel (artistic direction/sculptures/lighting
 design):       $  30,000
Sherwin Williams (paint):     $       100
Dunn-Edwards (paint):Dunn-Edwards (paint):     $       100$       100
TOTAL IN-KIND COMMITMENT:    $  76,760

Back To Basics Requested Amount.   $  75,000

TIME LINE.
Beginning November 1, 2002 and concluding by June 15, 2003

Design/Planning/Permitting:     3 months
Demolition/Clean-up:      1 month
Installation/Landscaping:     3.5 months
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CURRENT CONDITION OF 530 N. STONE AVENUE 
Perspective: Looking south at downtown Tucson with Stone Avenue to the right

PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS TO FAÇADE AND GROUNDS AT 530 N. STONE AVENUE
Perspective: Looking northeast at the Catalina Mountains with Stone Avenue to the left
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Project:  

Street Frontage and façade improvements, at the corner of Stone Ave. and Sixth Street, must respond appropriately 
to future road improvements intended for the area

Values: 

Dedicated to artistic inspiration: “Building Community through Art”; promotion of creativity, conservation, and 
resourcefulness through the use of artwork, which serves as a refl ection of the surrounding culture.

Activities:  
1. a theater, promoting a culturally diverse community for artistic, educational, musical, and family-oriented 

events; 
2. a working artists’ studio, where people can see the development of art from inspiration to completion

Goals:  

Creation of a park-like atmosphere; integration of trees, plants, and sculptures; “sculpture garden”
- design should be attractive to the community and city
- to bring people into the institute
- to attract and to convey artwork to the public
- edge adjacent to Stone Ave. to be predominately developed and improved

Ideas on Project:Ideas on Project:
- transparent fence to defi ne area (note: fence as artwork, working in conjunction with artists to design)
- use of existing slab- sandblasting, painting, etc. to articulate surface

•confi guration of 8 trees in a compass; holes in the concrete slab would be cut for the trees
- indigenous trees for shade, probably palo verdes and/or mesquites
- neon signs, bright and bold coloring, fl ashing lights: refl ecting qualities of artwork
- outdoor area to serve as a transition and linking space for people, place for special events and activities 

to occur
- study connection between inside and outside spaces
- central element in outdoor space 

•such as a light post, incorporating solar powered artwork (ex. Butterfl y)

Future Considerations: 

1. Conversion of interior space into an intimate café; about 65 people, due to the number of bathrooms to 
service guests.  Sculptures will be used to defi ne space, allowing the artwork to become an integral part of 
the experience; hours of operation would be around 6 to midnight.  

2. Stone Corridor Roadway Improvements- changes will occur within next year, 2004 (refer to supplemental 
drawings for specifi cs)

3. Barraza-Aviation Parkway- will widen and decrease the elevation at Stone Ave. and Sixth Street- changes 
will occur between 14-20 years (refer to supplemental drawings for specifi cs)



stone ave. front facade

make presence of institute to public known; address the street
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echol’s edge conditionsechol’s edge conditions
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existing entranceexisting entrance
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nw corner: structural concerns, consult with structural engineer on any changes to cornernw corner: structural concerns, consult with structural engineer on any changes to corner
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ground conditionsground conditions
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a view of stone ave. from mat bevel site
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circulation framework and character zones
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site zoning
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surrounding businesses on stone ave.



C-3 commercial zone
The purpose of the C-3 zoning provides for mid-rise development of general commercial uses that serve the 
community and region, located downtown or in other major activity center areas.  Residential and other related uses 
are also permitted.

The following land use classes are permitted in this zone:
-Commercial use groups are as follows-Commercial use groups are as follows:  administrative and professional offi ce “34”; alcoholic beverage service “33”; animal service 
“33”; automotive-service and repair “33”; billboard “32”; building and ground maintenance “33”; communications “34”; construction 
service “33”; day care “34”; entertainment “34”; fi nancial service “34”; food service “33”; funeral service “33”; medical service-
extended health care “34”; medical service-major “34”; medical service-outpatient “34”; parking “34”; personal service “33”; research 
and product development “34”; technical service “34”; major and minor trade service and repair “33”; transportation service-land 
carrier “34”; and travelers’ accommodations-lodging “34”.
-Retail trade use groups are as follows-Retail trade use groups are as follows:  construction material sales “34”; food and beverage sales “34”; general merchandise sales 
“34”; heavy equipment sales “33”; swap meets and auctions “33”; and vehicle rental and sales “34”.
-Civic use groups are as follows-Civic use groups are as follows:  civic assembly “34”; correctional use-supervision facility “8”; cultural use “34”; educational use 
– elementary and secondary schools “34”; educational use- instructional schools and postsecondary institution “34”; membership 
organization “33”; postal service “34”; protective service “34”; and religious use “34”.
-Industrial use groups are as follows-Industrial use groups are as follows:  craft work “33”; processing and cleaning “33”; and salvaging “33”.
-Recreational use groups are as follows-Recreational use groups are as follows:  golf course “1”; neighborhood recreation “33”; and recreation “34”.
-Residential use groups are as follows-Residential use groups are as follows:  family dwelling “S”; group dwelling “33”; residential care services- adult care service 
or physical and behavioral health sciences “33”; residential care services-shelter care of victims of domestic violence “33”; and 
residential care services-rehabilitation service or shelter care “33”.
-Restricted adult activities use group are as follows-Restricted adult activities use group are as follows:  adult commercial services “33”; adult recreation “33”; and adult retail trade “33”.
-Storage use groups are as follows-Storage use groups are as follows:  commercial storage “34”; and personal storage “34”.
-Utilities use groups are as follows-Utilities use groups are as follows:  distribution systems “33”.
-Wholesaling use groups are as follows-Wholesaling use groups are as follows:  business supply and equipment wholesaling “34”; construction/heavy equipment 
wholesaling “34”; and food and beverage wholesaling “34”.

The following special exception land uses are not permitted within this zone, unless approved through the special 
approval procedure noted for the Land Use Code, and are subject to other conditions:

-Residential use groups are as follows-Residential use groups are as follows:  resident care services-rehabilitation service or shelter care “31”.
-Civic use groups are as follows-Civic use groups are as follows:  correctional use: -custodial faculty “8”; and educational use-elementary and secondary schools 
“34”.
-Commercial services use group are as follows-Commercial services use group are as follows:  alcoholic beverage service-large bar “33”; communications “34”; entertainment-
dance hall “33”; food service, limited to soup kitchen “33”; and medical services-outpatient, limited to a blood donor center “33”.
-Retail trade use groups are as follows-Retail trade use groups are as follows:  food and beverage sales-large retail establishment “34”; and general merchandise sales-
large retail establishment “34”.

Secondary land uses within this zone are as follows:  
general home occupation applications and general farming agricultural uses are permitted as secondary land uses 
to family dwelling; general manufacturing, heavy equipment manufacturing, perishable goods manufacturing,
precision manufacturing, and primary manufacturing are permitted as secondary land uses to the commercial
services, retail trade, or wholesaling use group; religious cemeteries and salvaging are permitted as secondary land 
uses to religious use; hazardous material storage is permitted as a secondary land use to a permitted land 
use; perishable goods manufacturing is permitted as a secondary land use to alcoholic beverage services; salvaging 
is permitted as a secondary land use to educational use; and salvaging is permitted as a secondary land use to all 
uses in the commercial services and retail trade use groups.
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public services to and from the site 
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Shade Trees
The following list of trees are possible choices for the area, but as with all 
landscape requires time to grow and develop into the shading element they 
are intended for in the designed outdoor space.  

Sweet Acacia (Huisache)
Acacia farnesiana
Height: 10-20 feet
Spread: to 20 feet

-tiny fragrant yellow-orange fl owers arranged in fl uffy balls; 
  bloom period vary with region 
- tolerates heat, drought
- fast growing with adequate water

Chilean Mesquite
Prosopis chilensis
Height: 15-30 feet
Spread: to 40 feet

- not a native mesquite, but commonly planted in southwest 
  deserts
- fast-growing with bright green and fi ne-textured foliage
- maintenance required to stake and develop height and 
  permanent framework more rapidly

Common Mesquite
Prosopis julifl ora
Height: 15-30 feet
Spread: to 40 feet

- tolerant of heat and drought, though grows slowing under 
   these conditions
- responses in a similar way as the Chilean Mesquite

Netleaf hackberry (Palo Blanco)
Celtis reticulata
Height: 10-40 feet
Spread: 10-40 feet

- deciduous tree, thick canopy of green lives
- dense summer shade
- produces a tiny, hard red berries, relished by many birds
- fairly tolerant of drought and poor soils with adequate 
  moisture 



Blue Palo Verde
Cercidium fl oridum
Height: 15-30 feet
Spread: 15-30 feet

- drought resistant, but slow growing
- watering as young tree to encourage growth
- spectacular fl ower displays

Foothills Palo Verde (Little-leaf palo verde)
Cercidium microphyllum
Height: 6-20 feet
Spread: to 6-20 feet

- most abundant of desert trees in southern Arizona
- tiny yellow-green leafl ets 
- remarkable ability to withstand heat, drought, caliche, and 
  poor soil, but slow to develop under these conditions

Mexican Palo Verde (Jerusalem thorn)
Parkinsonia aculeata
Height: 20-40 feet
Spread: 20-40 feet

- survives drought, heat and poor soils, but often lost as a 
  young tree as a result of palo  verde root borer attack
- develops so rapidly from seed, it is often planted directly in 
  permanent location  
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